have ever felt like your life was unraveling, out of codependency, fear of letting go, or being on the verge of becoming someone else? Have you ever felt like your life was unraveling, hanging by a threadbare rope? But there was someone who...
LUNAR FIRE AND FRACIAL TRIBE: HOME AMONG THE STARS
MARCH 20 - 21
This stunning multi-media theatrical dance story invites the audience to let go of all familiarity and climb into a world of fantasy, alchemy, dreams & archetypes. The story tells the tale of a soul who journeys from the astral plane, and explores the nature of duality to find balance. Featuring aerial arts, acrobatics, costumed characters, interactive video projections and choreographed dance to all original live electronic world music by Lunar Fire and Fractal Tribe. Special guest Xeriphe brings her harp, angelic vocals and fairy tale narratives to the talented cast.

MUSIC AT THE DAIRY PRESENTS LA JUAN D'ARIENZO TANGO ORCHESTRA
MARCH 21, 7:00 PM
The 2018 winners of the Buenos Aires Best Tango Orchestra Award are comprised of 10 musicians, directed by bandoneon player Facundo Lazari, grandnephew of the famous bandoneon performer Juan D’arienzo. Since their 2012 debut in Buenos Aires, the group offers the style of the greatest orchestras in Argentinian tango history, inspired by the tango leader who was known as the Rey del Compás, or the King of the Rhythm. The young and talented musicians bring a freshness that has been welcomed by audiences around the world.

LOVE, SEX, AND GENDER CENTER: BEDPOST CONFESSIONS CO
MARCH 26, 7:00 PM
A juicy storytelling event that features stories about sex and sexuality. Four powerful storytellers will reveal their intimate and personal stories. Warning: these stories might turn you on, make your palms sweat, gape, flush your cheeks, applaud, laugh loudly, learn about yourself and others, or cry. Naughty audience confessions will be read from the stage, and saucy raffle prizes will be given out throughout the event!

DAIRY MAGIC SHOW PRESENTS TRUST NOAH
MARCH 27 - 28
Braden Carlisle continues to curate and host the best monthly magic show in Boulder. This month’s guest performer is Noah Sonie, a magician and mind reader from Minnesota. His unique, high-energy performance style combines elements of comedy, hip hop music, and mind-blowing modern magic. Along with being a full-time performer, Noah is also a founding producer of “The Magic Underground” and has made numerous TV appearances.

BALLET MELANGE: CIPOLLINO A LITTLE ONION BOY
MARCH 27 - 28
This charming family-friendly production is based on the fairy tale by Gianni Rodari. With themes including the struggle of the underclass, good versus evil, and the importance of friendship, this visually appealing ballet is relevant with messages that all ages can appreciate. Cipollino was first performed in Ukraine in 1974. This production, directed by Elisabeth Shiptatski, features the original score composed by Karen Khachatryan, storyline by Edvaid Smirnov, choreography by Tatyana Andonova of the Sofia Opera and Ballet in Bulgaria, and guest artist, Sergii Sydorosky.

VIVA THEATER/SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE AGING: THE LAST ROMANCE
MARCH 27 - APRIL 4
The Last Romance is a heart-warming comedy about the transformative power of love. On an ordinary day in a routine life, Ralph takes a walk on a new path and finds an unexpected second chance at love and happiness. Interspersed with Italian opera, this tender, romantic comedy explores relationships between men and women in their golden years as well as how strong the invisible ties of a family can be.

DAIRY ARTS CENTER: BOULDER’S STORY SLAM
MARCH 29, 7:00 PM
Ready for a laugh-inducing, heart-opening night of competitive storytelling? We’ll bring a hat (for you to put your name in), some music, and a microphone. You bring the stories. This month’s theme is CAMP! There will be a time limit (5 minutes) and a winner. The audience votes for the best story. Hosted by Johanna Walker, with co-host Macy Matarazzo, and guest musician Kevin Packard.

BENNOFF: INHABIT
MARCH 22, 1:00 PM
A feature-length documentary introducing permaculture: a design method that offers an ecological lens for solving issues related to agriculture, economics, governance, and on.

KIFARU
MARCH 4, 2020
A feature-length documentary film that follows the lives of two young, Kenyan recruits who join Ol Pejeta Conservancy’s Anti-poaching unit – a small group of rangers that protect and care for Sudan, the last male northern white rhino in the world.

LUCIANA DA SILVA & MOKOMBA ENSEMBLE: TABOM
APRIL 1, 7:00 PM
The story of the return of Afro-Brazilians who left Brazil in 1835 to return to West Africa. The overarching narrative of Tabom is one of perseverance - resilience, courage, and the search for home through dance and music.

VISUAL ARTS EXHIBIT: FOREIGN BORN
In conjunction with Mo’Print featuring 8 female artists who were born abroad.

On View: FEB. 28 - APRIL 5